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It is well documented from experiment that O2 does not readily
chemisorb on gold single crystals1-3 or titania supported gold
clusters larger than∼1 nm4 either dissociatively or molecularly.
Additionally, and consistent with experiment, density functional
theory (DFT) calculations suggest that the barrier to dissociative
chemisorption of oxygen on gold is very high and also that
molecularly chemisorbed oxygen is not stable on clean Au(111).5,6

However, some DFT calculations indicate that molecularly chemi-
sorbed oxygen is stable on strained gold surfaces and steps, as well
as on small gold clusters.5-9 Indeed, ultraviolet photoemission
spectroscopy measurements have indicated that small gas-phase
gold clusters, Aun (n ) 2-20), will adsorb molecular oxygen.10,11

The nature of chemisorbed oxygen on gold, either atomically or
molecularly adsorbed, is important in elucidating the unique
chemistry that has been observed over supported gold catalysts in
the 1-5 nm diameter range (such as the oxidation of carbon
monoxide).12 It is known from experiment that atomically adsorbed
oxygen will readily oxidize CO,4,13and DFT calculations regarding
gold clusters suggest that molecularly chemisorbed oxygen is stable
and oxidizes CO with virtually no activation barrier.7,9 However,
no conclusive experimental evidence has been presented regarding
the existence, stability, or reactivity of molecularly chemisorbed
oxygen on extended gold surfaces or on supported gold clusters
larger than∼20 atoms. Herein, we present evidence from thermal
desorption (TDS), adsorption/reaction-induced desorption, and
collision-induced desorption (CID) spectra, indicating the presence
of molecularly chemisorbed oxygen (O2,a) on both gold clusters
supported on TiO2(110) as well as on Au(111), after exposure to
an oxygen plasma-jet molecular beam.

The experiments were performed in an ultrahigh vacuum
molecular beam surface scattering apparatus that has been described
in detail previously.14 The sample assembly consists of Au(111)
and TiO2(110) single crystals which are mounted on opposite faces
of a tantalum plate that is in thermal contact with a liquid nitrogen
reservoir and that can be resistively heated. Titania supported Au
nanoclusters are created by vapor deposition of gold on the TiO2-
(110) sample.13 Oxygen is dosed via a supersonic, radio frequency
generated plasma-jet source with a dissociation fraction of∼40%
as determined via time-of-flight.19 A 60% relative oxygen coverage
is used in all of the experiments reported for the 2 ML Au/TiO2

sample, and the experiments reported on the Au(111) single crystal
were given an equivalent oxygen exposure (∼1.3 ML). A high
kinetic energy beam of Kr (∼1 eV), formed by supersonic expansion
of a 2% Kr in He mixture, is used for the CID experiments.15 The
same apertures are used for defining beams of CO, Kr, and the
O-plasma-jet, and the spot size produced is much smaller than the
crystal faces to minimize exposure of these gases to surfaces other
than the sample.

Figure 1a shows the TDS obtained immediately after exposing
the 2 ML Au/TiO2 sample, held at 77 K, to the oxygen plasma-jet

source. A low-temperature desorption feature indicative of mo-
lecularly chemisorbed oxygen is evident in the spectrum. Figure
1b shows a TDS taken after the same oxygen exposure as in Figure
1a but with removal of the O2,a via CID (as discussed later). The
TDS feature observed in Figure 1b is significantly decreased in
intensity as compared to Figure 1a. Figure 1c shows the difference
spectrum of the two TDS and clearly reveals a desorption peak at
∼145 K, which, assuming first-order desorption, corresponds to a
binding energy of approximately 0.35 eV. This peak desorption
temperature is comparable to that measured in O2,adesorption from
Pt(111) (150 K)16 and Ag(110) (190 K).17 The quantity of O2,a is
only ∼10% of the amount of O2 that desorbs as a result of
recombinative desorption of O atoms from the 2 ML Au/TiO2

surface.
Figure 2 shows a series of experiments that further suggest the

existence of an O2,a species on the samples following exposure to
the plasma-jet. Figure 2a shows a CID measurement of an oxygen
covered 2 ML Au/TiO2 sample. At timet ) 10 s, the Kr beam was
directed at the sample and a prompt increase in the mass 32
quadrupole mass spectrometer (QMS) signal is observed, followed
by a decay to the background level. Either (i) O2,a is desorbed upon
impingement of the Kr beam, or (ii) two oxygen adatoms recombine
and desorb due to the Kr-surface collision. Evidence for the former
mechanism is depicted in Figure 2b, which shows the results of a
CID measurement following (i) exposure of the sample to the
plasma-jet followed by (ii) heating the sample to 300 K prior to
(iii) impingement of the Kr beam. Note that a mass 32 signal is
not observed in Figure 2b, indicating that heating to 300 K, a
temperature∼300 K below the recombinative thermal desorption
temperature of Oa from gold, was sufficient to remove the O2,a.
Finally, further support for CID of O2,a and not recombination of
O adatoms was obtained by re-exposing the sample to the Kr beam

Figure 1. TDS from a 2 MLAu/TiO2 sample (a) following exposure to
the oxygen plasma-jet, (b) following exposure to the plasma-jet and then
CID of O2,a, and (c) difference spectra of (a) and (b).
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following the experiment shown in Figure 2(a): no further CID of
a mass 32 species is observed. Additionally, we note that TDS
measurements in the 300-700 K range reveal that the Oa population
is unchanged, within experimental uncertainty, by CID of O2,a. Also,
the quantity of O2,a observed during CID is consistent with the
amount seen in low-temperature TDS, within the experimental
uncertainties. CID of O2,a has been observed previously in a study
on Pt(111).15

Figure 2c shows the mass 32 signal detected while dosing CO
(CO beam impinges on sample att ) 10 s) on an oxygen covered
2 ML Au/TiO2 surface. Interestingly, a small amount of mass 32
evolves from the surface upon impingement of CO. Apparently,
the heat of adsorption of CO and/or the heat of reaction of CO
with adsorbed oxygen is sufficient to induce desorption of weakly
bound di-oxygen. No mass 32 signal is observed in similar
experiments if either (i) Kr CID or (ii) annealing of the sample to
∼300 K is performed to remove O2,a prior to CO beam impinge-
ment. Adsorption/reaction-induced desorption of O2,a is also
observed on Au(111) (not shown) when impinging a CO beam on
the oxygen plasma-jet exposed Au(111) surface. We note that
adsorption-induced desorption of O2,a has been observed on Pt-
(111) previously.18,19

Oxygen is known to adsorb molecularly on TiO2,20 and impinge-
ment of Kr on the oxygen plasma-jet dosed, Au-free TiO2(110)
surface results in CID of O2,a. Thus, it is important to determine if
any of the oxygen evolving during the CID measurement on the
Au/TiO2 sample shown in Figure 2a is associated with Au clusters.
Although the time-integrated quantity of O2,a on the bare TiO2
sample is∼30% greater than that from a 2 ML Au/TiO2 sample
for equivalent exposures of oxygen, 2 ML of Au is expected to
cover∼70% of the TiO2(110) crystal (based on STM data from
Lai et al.21), strongly suggesting that some of the O2,a is associated
with gold clusters. Low-temperature TDS of O2,a from gold-free
TiO2 as compared to 2 ML Au/TiO2 shows behavior similar to that
just discussed regarding the CID measurements. Further proof of
O2,abeing associated with gold is evidence for adsorption/reaction-
induced desorption of O2,a from Au(111) as mentioned previously.

CID of di-oxygen is also observed from the Au(111) single crystal
upon impingement by energetic Kr as shown in Figure 2d. The
amount of mass 32 species that evolves from the Au(111) single
crystal in CID is much smaller than that from the 2 ML Au/TiO2

sample for equivalent plasma jet exposures. Perhaps O2,a adsorbs
much more readily on the Au particles than on the Au(111) surface
due to an increased concentration of low coordination sites as
compared to Au(111).5,6

Attempts to populate O2,a on the Au/TiO2 sample without using
the plasma-jet were unsuccessful. A 2 ML Au/TiO2 sample was
exposed to 100 L (1 L) 1 × 10-6 Torr s) of O2 at a surface
temperature of 77 K, and O2,awas undetectable in CID experiments
(as was Oa). Additionally, the 2 ML Au/TiO2 sample was (i)
exposed to the plasma-jet of oxygen followed by (ii) heating to
300 K to desorb any O2,a and then (iii) exposed to 100 L of oxygen
followed by (iv) CID in an attempt to determine if preadsorbed
oxygen adatoms would enhance adsorption and/or stabilize O2,a.
This experiment also resulted in no detectable O2,a.

Finally, the mechanisms for formation of O2,a on either sample
upon exposure to the plasma-jet oxygen source are not currently
well understood and are the subject of ongoing investigation.

In conclusion, we have shown evidence for the presence of O2,a

on Au(111) and on Au clusters supported on a TiO2(110) surface
following exposure of these samples to a plasma-jet source of
oxygen. We have detected and identified O2,a from thermal
desorption spectra, collision-induced desorption spectra, and heat
of adsorption/reaction-induced desorption spectra.
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Figure 2. O2 evolution at 77 K (a) from CID from a 2 MLAu/TiO2 sample
after exposure to O2 plasma-jet, (b) from CID from a 2 MLAu/TiO2 sample
after exposure to O2 plasma-jet and heating to 300 K, (c) during
impingement of a CO beam on an oxygen covered 2 ML Au/TiO2 sample,
and (d) from CID from Au(111) following exposure to plasma-jet.
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